
Practical information for students of electronics 

Breadboarding circuits: 

A solderless breadboard is a device used for assembling circuits quickly and easily for testing and 

debugging.  By pushing the legs of components into the holes and using short jumper wires to connect 

one component to another, you can quickly build, rebuild, alter, and adjust your circuit.  A standard 

breadboard has its holes connected according to the following layout, where each rectangle 

corresponds to a segment of five holes that are electrically connected to each other: 

 

The top two and bottom two horizontal lines of holes are usually used for bringing power and ground 

connections to various points in the circuit. They are often referred to as “bus” lines.  A typical 

breadboarding configuration is to use one bus line at the top for power and one at the bottom for 

ground, but for some circuits with ICs (integrated circuit “chips”), it can be convenient to have both a 

power and a ground bus above and below the circuit.  

 The main circuit is usually constructed by placing components in the vertically-connected middle 

sections of the breadboard.  Components can be oriented horizontally, across columns of the 

breadboard, or vertically, across the not-connected valley running through the middle of the board.  A 

component cannot be placed vertically within the top middle or bottom middle section, since those five 

holes are electrically connected to each other and plugging both ends of a component into a set of those 

holes will short out the component.  It is good practice to place your components on the breadboard to 

match the location and orientation of the components in the schematic of the circuit you are trying to 

construct.  This will improve your ability to trace your circuit and find wiring problems. 



Components and jumper wires designed for use in a breadboard have legs made with 22 gauge wire; 

narrower gauge wires may not make good contact in the breadboard, and heavier gauge wires may not 

fit into the holes.  Stranded wire is NOT made for use in breadboards, even if it appears to be the right 

gauge – it doesn’t make good contact and will often fray if you try to push it into a breadboard hole.  To 

connect a stranded wire component, use the binding posts on the edge of the breadboard to capture 

the stranded wire and a solid-conductor jumper wire of the right gauge. 

Drawing circuit schematics: 

A circuit schematic is a diagram showing the components and connections comprising a circuit.  Use 

standard symbols for components.  You can find them by searching for the component in MultiSim or 

consulting a symbol library such as http://library.thinkquest.org/10784/circuit_symbols.html.  Align 

components horizontally and vertically on your schematics, with connections indicated horizontally and 

vertically as well.  Indicate a connection between wires with a heavy dot where the wires intersect.  

Arrange your schematics so that the signal or logic goes from left to right, with power supply voltages at 

the top and ground or negative supply voltages at the bottom.  Label each component and make a key 

beside the schematic showing measured (not nominal) values for each component. Label pin numbers 

outside, pin functions inside the schematic symbol for an IC chip.  These and other hints and tips can be 

found at: http://opencircuitdesign.com/xcircuit/.  

 

Cables and connectors: 

Use coaxial BNC cables with alligator clips to connect signals from a function generator to a circuit.  Use 

a 10x oscilloscope probe with ground clip to connect an oscilloscope across a circuit to measure a 

voltage signal (and set the scope channel attenuation to 10x – this type of connection provides 10 M 

of input impedance, virtually assuring that your probe will not “load” your circuit and thereby change its 

behavior).  These precautions are important for AC signals because BNC cables and scope probes are 

shielded by the grounded outer conductor, which decreases electrical interference when supplying and 

measuring AC signals.  For DC power connections, unshielded banana cables or even 22 gauge 

breadboard wires are probably fine.  
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